PROPEL YOUR CAREER TO THE TOP
IN NUCLEAR PROPULSION.

Officers in today's Nuclear Navy develop their
talents working with some of the most sophisticated equipment in the world. The Navy operates
over half of the nuclear reactors in the U.S . Being
the best in nuclear engineering_ takes a lot of talent
and the hands-on experience the Navy provides.
As a nuclear propulsion officer candidate, you
can earn $1;000 a month starting your junior year
of college. Plus you get a $4,000 bonus upon acceptance and enlistment into the program, and another
$2,000 when you complete your Navy studies.
After college graduation, you receive a year of
graduate-level education. And you get the responsibility, respect and experience that can take you

to the top of one of America's high-tech industries .
And, as a Navy officer, you get exceptional
benefits , and a solid salary that can grow to
$44,000 after five years.
To qualify, you must be working toward, or
have earned, a bachelor's degree and be a U.S.
citizen between 19 and 25 years of age. You must
also have completed a minimum of one year each
of calculus and calculus-based physics with a "B"
average or better.
Start your career at the top. And lead the
adventure as a Navy officer. Call Navy Management Programs at (800) 533-1657 There's no
obligation.
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As engineering schools go, Virginia Tech has one of the most rigorous
writing programs. In checking over a friend's paper, you might never
guess this. Still, we are required to write a lot and we get graded on it.
Here's a chance to get more than a grade on your technical papers.
Engineers' Forum holds an annual Technical Writing Contest and prints
the top four papers in the December issue. Prizes for these papers are as
follows:
1st Place
$100
$ 75
2nd Place
3rd Place
$ 50
4th Place
$ 25
This is real money. We're not talking a free salad bar at Burger King or
$0.92 from your favorite radio station. If you agonized over a paper for a
technical writing or engineering class, now's the time to make it work
for you. We're looking for papers of general interest - papers that can
be read, understood, and appreciated by a large portion of our engineering audience.
Here are the rules for the Fourth Annual Engineers' Forum Technical
Writing Contest:
Entries must:
1. be of single authorship, and author must be a Virginia Tech student at the time the entry is written and submitted.
2. deal with a technical aspect of engineering.
3. be comprehensible to the general engineering community.
4. be between 1500 and 2000 words long.
5. be double spaced with abstract and necessary diagrams, photos,
etc.
Winning papers may require a few changes before publication, but
we'll help you with that.
What do you have to lose but another night's sleep?
Unsure if your paper has a chance? Go ahead and submit it. A funny
thing will happen if you don't.
Nothing.

All entries due May 29 at 112 Femoyer Hall.

If
Alex Derr
Editor-in-Chief
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Explore The
Future In
Good Company
Saginaw Division is a
dynamic place to put your strong
technical skills to work.

Saginaw Division, General Motors Corporation

Computer Aided Design
Enhances the Engineer's Toolbox
By Rajiv Khanna

ngineers' tools have historically included drafting
equipment and slide rules. Only recently have we
begun using calculators and computers. Early computers were small, and their programmers wrote efficient
little programs. As computers grew, so did the programs.
Programs were written to analyze a component, or system
of components, and then print out numerical results.
Engineers model components mathematically, write
programs to vary parameters, and run them to see what
happens. Suppose that we design a system where the
engineer could enter a picture instead of a mathematical
representation. The computer could generate the mathematical model and test it. This is the new concept in Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems.
Technically, CAD refers to using a computer to take over
the functions of drafting tools. Where engineers draw
schematic diagrams and mechanical drawings on paper,
computer graphics can place images in the computer's
memory. Changing the graphics images is much easier
than changing a drawing. A similar example is the word
processor. A typo is easily corrected because it isn't on
paper. Inserting sentences, paragraphs, and even pages is

E

a simple task. A graphics processor performs similar functions on pictures. Changing lines and surfaces is easier
than drawing a new picture.
Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM) takes data and
uses it to manufacture or test a part. An example might be
dimension data from a CAD mechanical drawing. A computer controlled machine could precisely mill the part from
stock. In addition, engineers use CAM systems to analyze
manufacturing and industrial processes, facilities, and
reliability.
The advantages of CAD/CAM systems are many-fold.
By drawing a graphic image, an engineer can view a
machine (or a machine part) from any angle. The computer
can rotate the image on any axis. It can produce cross
sectional and isometric drawings from various angles.
Many CAD systems can model a machine or system.
Kinematic modeling shows the motion of the part (or parts).
An assembly line, for example, may contain many independently moving parts. The motion of these parts can be
studied to optimize production while minimizing the accident rate.
At his desk, an engineer can simulate heat and pressure

Steve Wampler, graduate student in Mechanical Engineering, manipulates a solid model displayed
on an IBM 5080 monitor. The knobs at left rotate the image by axis and the pad at right is tor cursor
control.
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torture of a machine part and note the results. Weak points
in design become apparent without risking lives. Many
CAD packages allow the engineer to write programs that
work with the internal modeling of the system, making
system analysis flexible.
Virginia Tech's mechanical engineering department is
using this new technology, and finding its limits. They set
up a CAD laboratory with much of the latest equipment. A
typical workstation starts with a high resolution graphics
terminal (1000 X 1000 pixels).
A keyboard is the standard input device. In addition,
some software packages use choice boxes for limited
input situations. The choice box is a software programmable keyboard. When a key is struck, it lights up and remains
lit. It is usually used to set functions in the software package. A graphics tablet is used to draw lines on the computer screen. It can also move the cursor on the screen
similar to a mouse. The final input device is a valuator. The
valuator is a box that contains eight dials. Turning a dial
changes the value that the computer reads from that dial.
Software may use the valuator to rotate a three dimensional picture. Thus, the designer has a range of ways to
put his idea into the computer.
Virginia Tech now has two major CAD programs. CATIA
is a software package written by the French company
Dassault Systems. CATIA allows engineers (and students)
to model machine parts after they are entered as graphic
images. The images show lots of detail and often take a
great deal of computer CPU time. CATIA also has a FOR-

TRAN interface so that designers can write their own analj
ysis software.
The second major CAD program at Virginia Tech is
Lockheed's CADAM. CADAM is a mechanical drawing
package. It allows graphical image input. The computer
can then generate new views at various angles. CADAM
accurately scales and dimensions the drawings. In addition, CADAM generates numerical data for computer aided
manufacture.
The Virginia Tech workstations and software packages
are ideal. Seniors can take CAD lab classes where they
learn to use the systems. Graduate students often use the
hardware/software package to conduct research. The
flexibility and efficiency of CAD systems make them an
important learning tool for students. Students can test and
analyze a machine without even building a prototype.
Many design errors become apparent in the computer
modeling. In addition to the obvious Computer Aided
Design experience, the student gains insight into the practical aspects of engineering. The young graduate takes this
insight into industry where both industry and the engineer
benefit. As CAD systems improve, they will play an even
larger role in the careers of engineers.
The author would like to thank Steve Wampler for his
help in preparing this article.
Rajiv Khanna is a graduating senior in Electrical Engineering.
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GOING BANANAS? GET OUT!
Blacksburg's Natural Resources Help Maintain Your Sanity

By Alex Derr
ou may have had a humanitarian professor at one
time who admitted that once you become totally
immersed in a problem, it's best to let your subconscious mind work on it alone for a while. What he or she
meant is, "It's OK to have a little fun and forget about school
for a bit."

Y

PHYSICAL AND MENTAL FITNESS

Extensive research has been devoted to determining the
link between a sound mind and a sound body. Whatever
the exact connection, you've probably experienced it
yourself - your mind works better when your body is kept
active. Virginia Tech's location lends itself to an active
lifestyle.
Blacksburg is located on a plateau at a little over 2000 ft
in the Appalachian mountains. From the Drill Field, a ten
minute drive can get you to Jefferson National Forest.
These mountains, perhaps the oldest in the world, have

much to offer: Hiking, biking, rock climbing, caving, camping, scenery, wildlife....
Any of these things can help take your mind off school for
an afternoon, which is usually long enough to restore sanity. Remember, if you go crazy getting good grades, your
state of mind will be more important than your academic
record.
FAVORITE PASTIMES AROUND BLACKSBURG .

HIKING
This is prime hiking territory. Here are a few all-time
favorite places. Travel times are from campus by car.

Pandapas Pond
Travel time: 10 minutes
The pond is surrounded by many hiking, bird watching,
and horse trails. It's a good place for a picnic or to go
exploring in the woods.

A view of the Tooth. A trip to this landmark on the Appalachian Trail makes a good afternoon hike.
pag_e 6
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The Cascades
Travel time: 25 minutes
The trail, which winds up a ravine next to a clear, cold
brook, ends at a spectacular waterfall and pool. This gentle
hike is great during all seasons, but expect crowds on
warm weekends. Four miles round trip hike in two hours.
Dragon's Tooth
Travel time: 40 minutes
This invigorating hike leads up to the Appalachian Trail
and then south on the A-T to a huge jagged rock. Sunbathing and rock climbing are popular here. Bring a canteen
and sunscreen. Five miles round trip hike in three hours.
Wind Rock
Travel time: 30 minutes
Wind Rock provides a spectacular view of the West
Virginia mountains and is easy to get to. From the road,
follow the A-T about a quarter mile north. Bring a windbreaker and plan on hiking more of the A-T.

MOUNTAIN

CAVING
Many limestone caves have been formed in this area.
Some are more fun for bats than humans. Caving has a few
characteristic hazards, and is most fun when done with
someone with experience. Contact the Virginia Tech Caving Club for specifics: 552-9442.

ROCK

CLIMBING

Favorite spots include Dragon's Tooth and across from
the tubing spot on the New River. As with caving, rock
climbing requires a bit of equipment and expertise, so team
up with someone who has these.

BIKING

Many students have recently acquired tough bikes with
fat tires, too many gears, and monster brakes. They're
dynamite around town because they go down stairs, over
curbs, up hills almost effortlessly, and stop well in all of
Blacksburg's famous weather. These bikes were conceived in the hills of Marin County California about ten
years ago, and the latest generation is capable of tackling
most trails in this area.
The best places to go mountain biking are horse trails
and dirt roads. It's tough to get lost since all dirt roads lead
to Tech," but a map and compass should still be basic
equipment.
11
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Mountain biking is new in the east, but is becoming
strictly regulated in the western U.S. Be considerate of
hikers and horses, stick to the trails, and don't tear up the
wildlife. Otherwise, we may be confined to biking in our
back yards next year.

NONE

OF

THE

ABOVE

Drinking beer while floating down the New River in an
inner tube can do wonders for your tan, and has long been
a favorite Hokie pastime. It won't help your physique,
though, especially now that the New River Junction commando vehicles will ferry you back upriver. I can't knock
tubing, but remember that Tech loses a student a year,
usually drunk, to this short stretch of river.
If you like your floating a little more exciting, try a .weekend rafting trip down the New River in West Virginia. Outfitters organize these adventures regularly in the spring and
summer. They provide all the gear, too.
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Speak your mind!

ABOVE

The Virginia Tech Outing Club sponsors all sorts of
outdoor activities. Meetings are held on the first and third
Thursdays of the month at 7 pm in 204 Robeson.
WORTHY 0

1

Write a letter to the editor!
Drop it by our office,

'WTE

Maps are always good to have, and come in handy if you
plan on exploring. They become essential if you don't plan
on exploring, but find yourself in unknown territory anyway. Highly detailed topographic maps are available at
Blue Ridge Outdoors. Less expensive maps covering more
area in sufficient detail are available at the Blacksburg
Ranger Station on Route 460 Oust west of town).
A new Virginia law requires all persons in the woods
during deer hunting season to wear a lot of blaze orange.
During those two weeks in November, the only hills I'll be
climbing are Windsor Hills.
Mother Nature was the original engineer, and still does
many things better than humans can. Take a look around
as you traipse through the woods. The lessons you learn
will be of a different nature.

112 Femoyer.

Graduating?
Buy a Subscription
to the Engineers' Forum!
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The Ins and Outs of Digital Sampling
by Martin Gendel/

ntegrated circuits have become the tools used for making, molding, and merging sounds that people never
dreamed of ten years ago. This is exemplified best by
the new wave of synthesizers being used to create modern
music.
Synthesizers, like computers, have undergone a tremendous evolution. This first synths were limited to simple
monophonic sounds produced by basic oscillators. With
the increased power and lower cost of integrated chips,
synths have become extremely powerful, small, and affordable. They have also become quite popular. Nearly every
band in existence today uses several synthesizers. In fact,
many bands are all synthesizers! Hot items in the keyboard
industry today are the digital sampling keyboards.

I

Figure 1: A typical analog waveform.
The first step in AID conversion is sampling. This process takes a snapshot of the analog waveform at some
instant, recording the value of the analog wave at the
instant (Figure 2a). However, the original waveform is
smooth and continuous. This means that between, say, O
and +5 volts, there can be an infinite number of values.
Somehow, an infinite number of voltage levels must be
represented on a machine that accepts a limited number of
values.

Sampling Basics
o the human ear, sounds are simply produced by a
fluctuation of pressure in the air. In stereo equipment,
voltage wave represent these pressure waves. As
seen in Figure 1, these voltage waves are continuous
analog waveforms. Amplifiers, speakers, and 'most other
components of stereo systems work on these analog
waveforms. Computers, on the other hand, can't deal with
continuous signals. They have to have nice round, discrete
numbers - digital numbers. This is where the sampling
comes in.
The term sampling, as used by most people, actually
refers to the whole process of analog-to-digital (AID) con-

T

Figure 2: The waveform shown with
(a) a single sample
(b) many samples over time

ffToday's music
ain't got the same soul. . . "
Whether you agree with Bob Seger
or not, electronics are gaining
importance in modern music.
version. This conversion actually takes place in three basic
steps: Sampling, quantizing, and encoding. As usual, a
picture is worth a thousand words, so I will use various
graphs to show what I'm trying to say.
Engineers' Forum

To solve this problem, the AID converter divides the
range of voltage levels into a number of specific steps
called quantization levels. For example, dividing the voltages between Oand 5 volts into .1 volt increments gives 50
quantization levels. The process of quantizations rounds
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off the sampled voltage level to the nearest quantization
level (Figure 3). If we had a sampled voltage of 4.1642965
volts and quantization levels every .1 volts, quantization
would round this value to 4.2 volts.
The final step in the Al D conversion is encoding. This
simply converts the quantization level of the sample into a
binary word. This binary word is the output of the AID
converter. For our example.the 4.1642965 volt sample
would encode as 42 (101010, in binary).
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Figure 3: Sampled values of the waveform
rounded to the nearest quantization level.
Obviously, taking this one sample won't do much good.
The process must be repeated many times to fully represent the waveform (Figure 2b). The number of samples
taken per second is the sampling rate or frequency.
Now that we've got a bunch of numbers storea in a
computer, I'm sure you're asking "So what?" Well, we can
convert the data back to an analog waveform via a digitalto-analog (DI A) converter. But what the computer does
with the numbers before they're spit back out is what's
important. Holding on to the numbers for a short period
before feeding them to the DI A converter creates a time
delay, or digital delay. If the numbers are stored on an
optical disk, and read back later using a laser, we've got a
CD player. Combining two or more samples can yield new,
unheard of sounds. Or reverse the order of the numbers
and play the sample backwards. The possibilities are
endless!

Problems
nfortunately, the saying "Garbage in, garbage out"
is quite applicable here. The DI A converter relies
entirely on the sampled data. Any errors that creep
in while sampling will carry through the whole DI A process. Figure 4 shows two areas that effect the amount of
error introduced: the number of quantization levels, and
the sampling rate. Why not just select a sampling rate of a
zillion times per second, and an equally absurd number of
quantization levels? Two reasons: 1) because it's really not
necessary, which it fortunate because 2) it's impossible.
One reason we can't sample that fast if because the Al D
converter simply can't work at that speed. Also, the
memory required for each second of sampling would be
enormous. For example, say you choose a sampling frequency of 100,000 times per second (100 KHz). This means
that 100,000 ti mes every second the Al D converter spews
out a number that the computer must store. The computer
power required to keep up with and store that amount of
data increases costs considerably.

U
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Figure 4: (a) An input waveform sampled slowly
(b) The output waveform reconstucted
from the digital data.
Actually, the fact that we can't sample that fast doesn't
pose much of a problem. The Nyquist theorem states that
no loss of information will occur if the sampling rate is at
leasttwice the highest frequency of the sound you're sampling. The best human ears hear sound with frequencies
up to 20 KHz. Therefore, there is no point in sampling with a
rate much above 40 KHz. You can reduce the sampling rate
if you know the highest frequency of the sound you're
sampling. For example, a dog barks at 3 KHz. Sampling at 6
or 7 KHz will do just as well as sampling at 60 KHz, and
requires less memory. Most sampling keyboards give you
a choice of several sampling speeds. This allows some
flexibility in choosing betwe~n longer samples, or higher
frequency sounds.
Quantizing also introduces a considerable amount of
error. The more quantization levels you have, the less error
occurs. The computer, however, limits the number of levels. For example, if the computer has only 8-bit resolution,
the highest number it can handle is 256. Doubling the
resolution to 16-bits allows the computer to handle numbers up to 16,536. A system with a 12-bit resolution can
reproduce the sampled sounds with a quality roughly
equal to that of a CD player.
Sampling keyboards are a powerful tool for creating
music. MIDI, Musical Instrument Digital Interface, allows
you to connect many electronic keyboards. This gives
musicians flexibility. If you require very realistic sounds,
sampling is the obvious choice. For example, say a band
wanted to include various percussive effects in its act (e.g.
cowbells, woodblocks, congas, gongs, etc.). Dragging all
of this equipment to every show can be quite difficult. An
alternative is to sample the sounds produced by these
instruments, and store the samples on a diskette. One
musician can, in effect, play all these instruments from a
single keyboard. As the technology increases, so will the
ability and performance of these machines. The versatility
of sampling keyboards makes them popular, and their
value to musicians ensures continued popularity.

Martin Gendell is a senior in Electrical Engineering, a MIDI
master, and an accomplished musician. Watch for his electronic music columns in next year's magazines.
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OF LEATHER AND LACES
An Engineer Goes Shoe Shopping
By Rajiv Khanna
almy summer breezes blew into Blacksburg. The
sweet smell of coconut oil drenched the air. I
stretched my muscles, stiff from lack of exercise, and
looked in the mirror. Winter quarter had taken its toll.
With the spring tide came a fresh feeling of vitality and a
desire for physical conditioning. I searched the closet for
my running shoes. They were hiding in the back corner
-pieces of tattered nylon clinging to the remains of worn
soles. After a quick burial, I began looking for a new pair of
running shoes.
The bargain basement approach to athletic shoes went
out with the seventies. The old canvas tennis shoe just
won't do anymore. I found that the modern shoe is an
intricate balance of fashion and technology.
Modern running shoes consists of an outsole, a midsole,
an external stabilizer, a heel counter, and an upper. The
outsole, with tread molded into it, is a durable rubber material that lines the bottom of the shoe. The midsole cushions
the foot and controls its motion - vital functions when
running. The heel counter holds the heel in place and also
helps control motion. The external stabilizer reinforces the
heel counter. The upper supports the manufacturer's logo.
It also keeps the shoe on your foot.

B
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With these concepts in mind, I started to look at name
brands. Nike Airs have polyurethane midsoles. These midsoles are durable but weigh more than other types. Kangaroos boast a revolutionary Dynacoil midsole, made up of
an interlocking coil fabric, designed by NASA, encased in
polyurethane and EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate). Asics Tigers use a silicone gel in the midsole. The gel's cushioning
ability is its major selling point. The gel is placed on a layer
of EVA which is lightweight, but lacks durability. Other
shoe manufacturers contour the midsoles to fit the curves
of the average foot. The midsole may be padded in various
places to comfort the average runner. Average is a key
word here.
Choosing a shoe was not simple. Besides having a good
midsole, the shoe had to be comfortable. Lighter shoes
were more appealing than the heavy ones, but it had to be
well constructed. Finally, for a runner used to the drugstore
variety sneaker, price was a factor.
With a new pair of running shoes on my feet, I reached
into the closet for sweats and a tee shirt. Wilting in the
corner were dingy grey sweats with elastic ankles and a
cotton drawstring. They don't compare to the skin tight
running pants that are the vogue on campus, but I'm working on my shape first.
Ra; will be in crushin' form by the time this is printed.
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AVOID THE RECENT HONDA PRICE INCREASE
THANK YOU FOR HELPING US SELL OUR 100
CARS FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH, BUT FORTUNATELY WE ARE STILL DEALING.
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Trivia Quiz _ __

by Aaron Lesser
1. What do the following acronyms stand for?
LASER
RADAR
SCUBA
SONAR
BASIC
SNAFU
2. Which state has more registered vehicles
than people?
3. What was the first fraternity at Virginia
Tech?

COMPREHENSIVE COMPUTER SERVICES

IBM PC-Compatible

_,;1111r•/data

systems

Dual 5 ~" floppy disk drives
Monochrome Monitor
from

$799

4. What did Vladimir Kosma Zworykin patent
in 1928?

5. How many Tech Alumni were awarded the
Congressional Medal of Honor for their service in World War II ?
6. Which state has the highest per capita
number of highway accident deaths?
7. Which planet in our solar system has the
most satellites? How many?
8. How many years (non-consecutive) did
Virginia Tech's football team go without a
win?
9. Which culture developed the sexagesimal
system (base 60) on which our current time
system is based?

AT AFOX 1200 Baud Modems

$139
SERVICE CENTER
FOR
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS
AND
ST AR PRINTERS
125C Arrowhead Drive
Christiansburg, VA.
382-4234

10. Who first developed nitroglycerin?
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The Professional Society
of Asian Engineers
society formed for the special needs of the Asian
engineer is making its debut this spring. The Professional Society of Asian Engineers (PSAE) welcomes
students and faculty for all events scheduled for this
spring.
Theaim of the society is to have Asian engineers unite to
help one another cope with problems they may have adapting to American society and to promote professional
growth among Asian engineers.
PSAE will host a series of workshops on topics of special
interest to Asian students, including public speaking and
business etiquette. Guest speakers will cover topics on
financial aid and career advancement. Social events will
be organized to enhance fellowship among Asian professionals.
The PSAE is inviting new members to join throughoutthe
spring. The founding members of PSAE believe that in a
group, common strengths and weaknesses can be discussed, benefiting all the participants. To find out more call
James Pan at 552-5128.

A

Trivia Quiz Answers
1. LASER - Light Amplification by Stimulated
Emission of Radiation
RADAR- RAdio Detecting And Ranging
SCUBA - Self-Contained Underwater
Breathing Apparatus
SONAR - SOund NAvigation Ranging
BASIC - Beginners' All-Purpose Symbolic
Instruction Code
SNAFU - Situation Normal All F----d Up
2. North Dakota (1039.5 vehicles/1000 citizens)
3. Pi Kappa Alpha (November 11, 1873)
4. Television

5. 3

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Second Lieutenant Robert E. Femoyer
First Lieutenant James W. Monteith Jr.
Sergeant Herbert J. Thomas
All three were awarded posthumously
New Mexico (40.6/ 100,000 people)
Saturn; 17
3 (the years were 1893, 1948 and 1950)
Mesopotamia
Ascanio Sobero (1847)

$20,000 Scholarships:
The Fast Track To Responsibility.
Two-year NROTC scholarships are one way to get early responsibility as
a Navy officer. This highly competitive program offers tuition and other
financial benefits worth as much as $20,000 to qualified sophomores.
All of these benefits are provided for one purpose: to educate and train
qualified young men and women to serve as commissioned officers in the
Navy. In fact, NROTC Scholarships are the largest source of regular Navy
officers.
During college, the Navy pays tuition, cost of books, instructional fees,
and an allowance of $100 a month for up to 20 months during your last
two years of college. Upon graduation and completion of requirements,
you become a Navy officer with important decision-making responsibilities.
Call your Navy representative for more information on this challenging
program.
Lt. Hubbard
F emoyer Hall

961-7883
NROTC

Room 430
VPI&SU

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.
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Sixtl:) l]ears Ago
Editor's Note: The following editorial appeared in the
March 1927 edition of the Virginia Tech Engineer.
Mutual Tolerance
In the outside world, there is a growing tendency toward
tolerance on the part of both the college graduate and the
practical man. This growth is much to be desired. In the
past years, the college man and the "self-made" man were
continually at loggerheads; at the present time, the college
man is in many cases self-made, and enjoys quite a different environment from that of his predecessors.
However, in many places, the college employee is still
regarded as a self-centered ass by the practical man, and
the practical man is looked upon as a fussy old fool by the
university man. Where these regrettable conditions exist, it
is more than probable that both men are correct in their
observations. The practical man should always remember
that the college man is a "green hand" and is just as liable
to make errors as any other man that he has just employed.
On the other hand, the college man should always remember that the practical man has had many years of
experience, and that any plans that are suggested to him
must have considerable merit if they are to supplant any
present system. Without exception, any trouble that exists
lies in the lack of mutual tolerance.
Happily, this condition does not exist in many places at
the present time. College men are rapidly becoming educated to the fact that all knowledge does not lie within the
covers of books. Conversely, practical men are discovering that books do contain a great many fundamental truths.
This mutual education is important; it is an indication of the
progress of civilization.
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This picture of E. W. Allen appeared in the March, 1927
issue of the Virginia Tech Engineer. Allen, class of '00,
had just been named Vice President of General Electric.
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PiaureQuiz _______________
Can you identify these familiar objects?
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Compare the Leading Edge Model "D"•
to the mM• PC and you 11 find some
not-so-trivial differences.
For example, while the Leading Edge
Model "D" comes complete with a highresolution monochrome monitor,
Hercules• compatible monochrome
graphics and color graphics outputs,
parallel and serial ports, a dual-speed
8088-2 microprocessor and word
processing software with Spelling
Correction, the mM PC doesn't. Not
even one.
The Leading Edge Model "D" comes
with a 15-month warranty and free
technical support. The mM PC comes
with a three-month warranty and you
pay for technical support.
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And the
':' .......--rcoMPATIBLE WITH
Leading Edge
THE ORIGINAL IBM®
Model "D" is ~ ~ ~ INDUSTRY STANDARD
compatible with the original mM
industry standard.
Best of all, a fully configured dual drive
Model "D" is priced at only $1295,
while a veiy unadorned mM PC costs
hundreds more. Our 20MB fixed-disk
version priced at $1795 is closer to half
the price of their XT. And we offer a 30
MB version at $1995.
Because the Leading Edge Model "D"
makes such a difference, it also makes
a lot of sense.

MicroSystem Specialists, Inc.
911 Hethwood Blvd.• Blacksburg, Virginia 24060 • 703-552-6515

LEADING EDGE• A
AlJ1HORIZEO DEALER~ e
1'-'•na ltdae and Lato and Model .. D.. are registered trademarks of Leading Edge Producta, Inc. IBM is a
retlatered tndemark of International Bualnesa llacblnea Corp. Hercules is a registered trademark of Hercules
Computer~bnolCJO, Inc. 1811 Compatibility Logo is-• trademark of Leading Edge Products, Inc. C> Leadtng Edge 1987

lip Your Idea From
Art to Part
At tomorrow's GE, young engineers
like Dean Robinson will produce
designs almost as fast as they can
think. Thanks to newly developed GE
software that transforms design data
directly into a tool path to produce
the part right from an engineer's
workstation.
The new technology, called "art-topart CAD/CAM," goes far beyond
solid modeling. First, realistic images
are generated and displayed on the

terminal,· then tested, stressed, and
refined. Designs can be rotated, crosssectioned, or peeled away in layers.
But that's just the beginning.
When the design is ready for
production, the computer generates
instructions directly into the machine
that cuts the mold. No blueprints.
No models. Thought becomes reality
What puts GE so far ahead in the
development of art-to -part CAD!
CAM? Perhaps it's because we're our
own best customer We don't just
design the software. We don't just
build the hardware. We use these
systems in most of our businesses.
So we're constantly getting feedback

General Electric is an equal opportunity employer.

from our own engineers. Feedback
that inspires ever more intelligent and
useful workstations.
The point is, GE engineers work with
the most advanced tools technology
can create. If you think you are ready
to join them, sign up for an interview
with GE. If we don't visit your campus,
send your resume to:
General Electric Company
Building 36-5
Schenectady, New York 12345

•
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If you can d(flam it
youcando1t

A regis tered trademark of General Electric Company.

